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Abstract-The known deterministic algorithms for loss-resilient encoding/decoding involve com- 
putations with Cauchy matrices but only weakly exploit the matrix structure. We propose several 
modifications with more extensive use of the matrix structure to accelerate the computations sub- 
stantially. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Loss-resilient encoding/decoding is an important practical subject. The loss-resilient codes are 
dramatically simpler than the error-correcting codes and involve much simpler computations. 
Substantial additional simplification can be achieved by using randomization, but randomization 
is prohibitive in some applications. In this case, some practical algorithms rely on computations 
with Cauchy matrices. Exploitation of the matrix structure may enable dramatic speed up but 
the current methods use this chance only partly. In particular, these methods do not exploit 
several known techniques for computations with structured matrices. We elaborate on some 
specific improvements based on better techniques for using the Cauchy matrix structure and on 
shifting to the Vandermonde matrix structure. 
We organize our presentation as follows. In the next section, we will recall some definitions 
and basic auxiliary results on computations with structured matrices and some associated poly- 
nomials. In Section 3, we will outline the generic deterministic algorithm for loss-resilient en- 
coding/decoding. In Section 4, we will describe the known Cauchy matrix implementations of 
this algorithm, and in Section 5, will show their computational cost estimates. In Sections 6 
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and 7, we will present two of our new modifications of this approach based on better exploitation 
of Cauchy matrix structure, and we will also estimate the computational cost of application of 
these modifications. In Section 8, we will similarly cover our alternative approach where we use 
a Vandermonde matrix as a generator matrix. In Section 9, we will summarize our results and 
give some further remarks. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS .ON 
MATRIX AND POLYNOMIAL COMPUTA’rIONS 
Hereafter, we will use boldface letters for vectors and capital letters for matrices with compo- 
nents and entries from a fixed field F,,v = (vi)~~~ E Fh, M = (m~)~~,$~ E IFhx’. eci) is the ith 
coordinate vector. 1h = (e(i))fzi, Oh:l, tid &, = (e(i))yzh-1 will denote the h x h identity matrix, 
the h x 1 null matrix, and the h x h reversion matrix, respectively, Ihv = v, Rhv = (v~--i)~~~ 
for any vector v = (vi);:;. MT and vT are the transposes of a matrix M and a vector v, 
respectively. C(u,v) = (l/(ui - uj))t$zi E lFhx’ is the h x 1 Cauchy matrix defined by two 
vectors u = (u~)P:: and v = (wj)!&.k. V&(u) = (u{)Fzi$z,’ E FhxL is the h x I Vandermonde 
matrix defined by its second column u. We will write V(u) where h = 1. H(u) = (ui,j) E lFhxh 
is the upper triangular Hankel matrix with the first column u = (Q):::, 
ui+j, for i + j < h, 
Ui,j = 
0, for i+j 2 h. 
T,(U) = (t+,,j) E Fhxh is the /l-circulant matrix with the first column u = (pi),“=;:, 
t&j = 
N-j, for i 2 j, 
p'&+h-j, for i < j. 
(ui)Fzi = (u) is the h x h diagonal matrix with diagonal entries ~0,. . . , uh-1. 
h-l 
n,(z) = n(z - ui) = xh + nix, (1) 
i=O 
n,(s) is the node polynomial, n, is the coefficient vector of the polynomial n,(s) -zh. Hereafter, 
“0~s” will be our abbreviation for “field operations” in the field F, and we will write nh, mh, fh, 
and v(M) to denote the number of ops required to compute the vector n, for a given vector u E 
Fh, the coefficients of the product of two polynomials of degrees summed to at most h, the vector 
(u(u{))~~~ = (CFct uiw~)~~~ of th e d’ lscrete Fourier transform (DFT) for a given vector u = 
(~i)t&l and for th e vector wh = (w~)~~;’ of all the hth roots of 1, and the product of a matrix M 
by a vector, respectively. [XI will denote the integer closest to a real z such that 5 5 [xl, 5 = [xl 
for an integer 2. 
We have the following simple and/or well-known estimates (cf., e.g., [l]): 
w ((vi)!:-,‘) = h, (2) 
w(H(U)) = m2hr for U = (l&):&l7 (3) 
?J(V(w)) = fh, where w = (&)rii . (4) 
EMBEDDING LEMMA. v(M) > v(N) for any submatrix N of a matrix M. 
TELLEGEN'S THEOREM. (See, e.g., [3].) v(M) + h = v(MT) + 1 for any matrix M E IFhxL with 
no zero rows or columns. 
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THEOREM 2.1. (See [2,4].) nh 5 rnh [log, h]. 
In the following, k, p, and q will denote three integer parameters of the encoding/decoding 
algorithms, 0 < k 5 p < q. We will write 
3 = 2r~wa sl (5) 
so that 
log, s = [log, s] ) s 5 s < 2s, 
B is an integer power of 2, where s may stand for k, p, and q. Hereafter, w will stand for wq, 
a primitive ijth root of 1, where q = 2r’“Q ~1, and we will use the first or both of the next 
assumptions. 
ASSUMPTION 2.1. Field F contains w, and the elements wi are given for all i. 
ASSUMPTION 2.2. Field F contains a nonzero element a which is not equal to wi for any i; 
furthermore, the elements (aw)” are given for all i, i = 0,. . . , q - 1. 
We have the following estimates (cf., e.g., (11). 
THEOREM 2.2. f, 5 l.5qlogz q under Assumption 2.1 provided that q = q is an integer power 
of 2. 
THEOREM 2.3. mq 5 3f, + 2q <.9q10g2(2q) + 4q under Assumption 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.4. v(T,k(u)) 5.3)~ + 2E + 3kb(v) p rovided that Y # 0, J(Y) = 0 for u = 1, 6(y) = 1 
otherwise; Y E F, k is a positive integer, u E F”, q = k, and Assumption 2.1 holds. 
We also have the following simple estimate. 
THEOREM 2.5. u(C(c, d)) 5 1.5plogzp+ 2f, + q provided that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 as well 
as the following equations hold: 
PROOF. The theorem is supported by the following algorithm for the computation of the vec- 
tor C(c, d)v = (CT:: ~j/(c+ - dj))Tzi. 
(1) Recursively sum pairwise the partial fractions wj/(x - dj) in such an order that in every hth 
recursive step the denominator in the sum equals a manic binomial of the form x1 - c&wsl, 
1 = 2h for an integer g. (To achieve this where p < p, we allow simultaneous multiplication 
of both numerators and denominators of some partial fractions involved by appropriate 
manic binomials of the above form.) Stop when there remains only a single partial fraction 
u(s)/(zq - aQwQ). 
(2) Compute and output the value of this partial fraction at z = Q. The claimed bound on 
the overall computational cost is now verified by inspection. I 
3. GENERIC ALGORITHM FOR 
LOSS-RESILIENT ENCODING/DECODING 
INPUT: a field F, two positive integers p and q, q 1 p, a p-packet message vector m E IV’, and 
a q x p generator matrix G E IFq’P whose all p x p submatrices are nonsingular. 
ENCODING: compute the vector s = Gm E !P of sent messages. 
TRANSMISSION (with partial loss of messages): partition the vector s into two subvectors r E IFP 
of received messages and 1 E P-P of lost messages and partition, respectively, the matrix G into 
two submatrices R E iPxP and L E F(q-P)‘P. 
DECODING: recover and output the vector m = R-lr from the nonsingular linear system Rm = r 
of p equations. 
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4. CAUCHY MATRIX IMPLEMENTATION 
The customary choice for the generator matrix G is 
( > 
cc$,J *for two fixed vectors c E E’Q-P 
and d E F’, having a total of q distinct components. Under such a choice, the two subvectors of 
the sent vector s E FQ, made of its first p and its last q - p components, are projected into the 
two subvectors h E F” (head) and t E lP’-” (tail) of the received vector r E FP, respectively, and 
the matrix R is partitioned similarly, that is, R = (F), where H = (I,-, cp--k,k ) P E lF(P-“)xp, 
P E PPxP is a permutation matrix, T = C(b, d) E F kXp, b E lP’-’ is a subvector of the vector c, 
and k can be any integer in the range from 0 to p; in some applications k is typically of the order 
of p/2. 
The vector equation Hm = h identifies h as a subvector of the vector m and reduces decoding 
to the computation of the remaining subvector u E Fk of the vector m. The partition of the 
vector m into the subvectors u and h implies the partition of the vector d E lP’ into the two 
subvectors f E Fk and g E lP-“, and we may rewrite the vector equation Tm = t as follows: 
C(b, f)u + C(b, g)h = t. 
The vector u is obtained from the latter vector equation, where we exploit the fact that the 
matrix C(b, t) is nonsingular because so is every Cauchy matrix C(y, z) with distinct components 
of the vectors y and z (cf., e.g., [5,6]). S ummarizing, we have the following algorithm [2,7-lo]. 
ENCODING: compute the vector C(c, d)m E s. 
DECODING: compute the vectors 
(a) v = t - C(b,g)h and 
(b) u = C(b, t)-‘v. 
OUTPUT: the vector m composed of its two subvectors h and u. 
5. COMPUTATIONAL COST OF THE KNOWN 
IMPLEMENTATIONS OF ENCODING AND 
DECODING WITH CAUCHY MATRICES 
The computation requires v(C(c, d)) + v(C(b, g)) + w(C-‘(b, f)) + k ops. The practical im- 
plementations of this algorithm use (2q - 2p - 1)p ops for encoding, (2p - 2k - 1)k + p - k ops 
at stage (a) of decoding, and about 9k2 ofis at stage (b) of decoding. The computations rely 
on the straightforward multiplication of k x 1 matrices M by vector in w(M) = (2k - 1)1 ops 
and the solution of the Cauchy nonsingular linear system of k equations in about 9k2 ops. The 
Cauchy matrix structure is ignored in the multiplications by vectors and is used only partly for 
the solution of the linear system. 
Other known algorithms enable the encoding stage in O(r log2 1) ops and the decoding stage 
in O(plog2 k) ops, for r = max(p, q - p), I = min(p, q - p), based on the reduction of the 
Cauchy matrix computations to polynomial evaluation and interpolation [11,12]. The overhead 
constants hidden in the above “0” notation, however, are moderately large, and this makes more 
straightforward algorithms practically superior. We believe that more effective application of 
various advanced techniques available for computations with structured matrices should reverse 
this situation. Next, we will propose some improved encoding/decoding schemes. 
6. IMPROVED ENCODING/DECODING SCHEME I 
Let us use assignment (6) for the vectors c and d to endow the Cauchy matrix C(c, d) with 
additional structure. Invoke Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 (note that the preprocessed computation 
of the values wi and (a~)~ for i = O,l, . . . , q - 1 does not involve the message vector m). Then 
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application of the Embedding Lemma and Theorem 2.5 implies the following bound on the 
computational cost of encoding and also (up to k ops) of stage (a) of decoding-” 
4C(b, g)) I v(C(c, 4) I 1.WogzB + 2f,- + q, (7) 
where log,p = [logap], logs Q = [log, q1 (cf. (5)). At stage (b) of decoding, our first approach 
relies on the following well-known equation [6;13;14, Chapter I&15], where we use some definitions 
of Section 2: 
C-‘(b,f; = (#);;h’,b) ($j$);;;, (8) 
for polynomial n,(z) of equation (1). Equation (8) combined with the algorithms that support 
equations (2) and (4) and Theorem 2.1 and Assumption 2.2 enables performing decoding stage 
(b) in : 
‘u (C-‘(b, f)) I 2nk + 4fQ + v(C(f, b)) + 6k - 2 (9) 
ops, that is, in 
v (C-‘(b, f)) 5 2nk + 6fq + 1.5p2” + q + 6k - 2 (10) 
ops, where again log, p = [log, p] , log, Q = [log, q1 (cf. (5)), nk and ft are bounded according 
to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, and inequality (10) follows from inequalities (9) and (7). According 
to the computational cost estimate (lo), the new algorithm is clearly superior to the practical 
algorithms even for moderately large integers k, p, and q unless k is much smaller than p and q. 
7. IMPROVED DECODING SCHEMES II AND III 
At stage (b) of the latter decoding scheme, two variations can be considered, based on the 
two following alternative inversion formulae (cf. [1,15-171) w h ere again we use some definitions 
of Section 2: 
C-‘(b,f) = (n;(~~))~~~)-'V(f)V-'(b)(nf(~~))~~~), 
V-~(Y) = H(ny)VT(y) (n:(vi))~L~)-ly 
V-l(y) = &T,I (ny + de(O)) VT(y) (nb(yi)(v' - $?A)-l, 
where y = (yi)i,t E F”, v E F. 
We apply the algorithms supporting the estimates of Section 2 (cf., equations (I)-(6), Em- 
bedding Lemma, Tellegen’s Theorem, and Theorems 2.1-2.5) to perform decoding stage (b) by 
using 
V (C-‘(b, f)) 2 2nk + 5f, + m2k + 5k - 2 (14) 
ops based on equations (11) and (12) for y = b and 1= k, and by using 
v(C-‘(b,f)) <2TZk+5f,i-f3fk+2&+7k-l (15) 
ops based on equations (11) and (13) for y = b and 1 = k. (Here again, log, q = [log, 41, 
log, i = [log2 k] (cf. (5)).) The bounds (lo), (14), and (15) are close to each other. Their 
comparison depends on comparison of the magnitudes of k, p, and q. 
8. THE VANDERMONDE MATRIX APPROACH 
In our yet alternative approach, we rely on a Vandermonde matrix VJc) (for c = (wi)~~~) as 
the generator matrix H. In this case, we only require Assumption 2.1 (but not Assumption 2.2), 
and encoding amounts to the computation of the vector s = &,(c)m, which requires 
4v,,p(c)) 5 fg (16) 
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ops (cf. (4) and the Embedding Lemma). Decoding amounts to the solution of the linear system 
Rm=r, 
where R is a p x p submatrix V(a) of the matrix V,,,(c) for a subvector a E FP of the vector c. 
To compute the vector m = V-l(a)r, we apply equations (12) or (13) and the already cited 
algorithms that support the estimates of Section 2. Thus, we perform decoding by using 
w (V-‘(a)) I m2p + np + fq + 2p - I (17) 
ops based on equation (12) for y = a and 1 = p and by using 
21 V’(4) 5 np + fq + 3f, + 3p 
ops based on equation (13) where y = a, 1 = p, v = 1, log, @ = [log, pl, log, Q = [log, 41. (We 
assume that the values 1 - yi have been precomputed for all i.) Comparing bounds (16)-(18) 
with (lo), (14), and (15), we observe a substantial advantage of the approach of this section, at 
least unless Ic is much less than p. 
9. CONCLUSION 
In the known deterministic algorithms for loss-resilient encoding/decoding, we improved sub- 
stantially the stage of computations with structured matrices. Other techniques used in the 
known algorithms (such as replacing ops in a field IF with operations with polynomials over a 
smaller field or with XORs of computer words (21) can be incorporated in our algorithms too. 
Our algorithms substantially speed up the known algorithms at least unless the parameters Ic 
and p are much less than q. Our approach relies on the assumption that the computations can 
be performed in a field with ath roots of 1 where ?j is a power of 2, q = 2r’“gz’J1, q 5 Q < 29. 
Simple modification can be applied in the fields with 2hth roots of 1 where n/2h is not large by 
partitioning the generator matrix G into 2h x 2h blocks. More generally, our approach can be 
extended to any field containing q + 1 distinct powers 1, a, a2, , aq of some element a. In this 
case, the basic operation of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) should be replaced by a little slower 
operation of generalized DFT (cf. [1, p. 29; 17, p. 14]), which would slow down the computation 
a little (by a constant factor) but may still keep it effective, depending on the magnitudes of the 
parameters k, p, and q. The reader is referred to [18,19] on specific estimates for the computa- 
tional cost of this approach, as well as the hybrid algorithms, which combine our approach with 
incorporation of some blocks of straightforward matrix-by-vector products. 
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